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the former country the people enjoy political self-govern-
ment. No mere transference of political power in India will
satisfy my ambition, even though I hold such transference
to be a vital necessity of Indian national life. The peoples
of Europe have no doubt political power, but no Swaraj.
Asian and African races are exploited for their partial bene-
fit, and they, on their part, are being exploited by the
ruling class or caste under the sacred name of democracy.
At the root, therefore, the disease appears to be the same as
in India. The same remedy is, therefore, likely to be appli-
cable. Shorn of all the camouflage, the exploitation of the
masses of Europe is sustained by violence.
Violence on the part of the masses will never remove
the disease. Anyway, up to now experience shows that suc-
cess of violence has been short-lived. It has led to greater
violence. What has been tried hitherto has been a variety
of violence and artificial checks dependent mainly upon the
will of the violent. At the crucial moment these checks have
naturally broken down.   It seems to me, therefore, that
sooner or later the European masses will have to take to
non-violence, if they are to find their deliverance. That there
is no hope of their taking to it in a body and at once does
not baffle me. A few thousand years are but a speck in the
vast time circle. Someone has to make a beginning with a
faith that will not flinch. I doubt not that the masses, even
of Europe, will respond,   but what is more emergent in
point of time is not so much a large experiment  in non-
violence as a precise grasp of the meaning of deliverance.
From what will the masses be delivered ? It will not do
to have a vague generalization and to answer: 'from exploi-
tation and degradation'. Is not the answer this that they
want to occupy the status that capital does today? If so, it
can be attained only by violence. But if they want to shun
the evils of capital, in other words, if they would revise the
viewpoint of capital,   then they would strive to attain a
juster distribution of the products of labour. This imme-
diately takes vis to   contentment   and simplicity,  volun-
tarily adopted. Under the new outlook multiplicity of mate-
rial wants will not be the aim of life, the aim will be rather
their restriction consistently with comfort. We shall cease

